Lamb Wave Mode Decomposition Based on Cross-Wigner-Ville Distribution and Its Application to Anomaly Imaging for Structural Health Monitoring.
Lamb waves are characterized by their multimodal and dispersive propagation, which often complicates analysis. This paper presents a method for separation of the mode components and reflected components in sensor signals in an active structural health monitoring (SHM) system. The system is trained using linear chirp signals but works for arbitrary excitation signals. The training process employs the cross-Wigner-Ville distribution (xWVD) of the excitation signal and the sensor signal to separate the temporally overlapped modes in the time-frequency domain. The mode decomposition method uses a ridge extraction algorithm to separate each signal component in the time-frequency distribution. Once the individual modes are separated in the time-frequency domain, they are reconstructed in the time domain using the inverse xWVD operation. The propagation impulse response associated with each component can be directly estimated for chirp inputs. The estimated propagation impulse response can be used to separate the modes resulting from arbitrary excitation signals as long as their frequency components fall in the range of the chirp signal. The usefulness of the mode decomposition algorithm is demonstrated on a new health monitoring system for composite structures. This system performs anomaly imaging using the first arriving mode extracted from sensor array signals acquired from the structure. The anomaly maps are computed using a sparse tomographic reconstruction algorithm. The reconstructed map can locate anomalies on the structure and estimate their boundaries. Comparisons with methods that do not employ mode decomposition and/or sparse reconstruction techniques indicate a substantially better performance for the method of this paper.